
 This may be the shortest article you will ever read on discerning God’s will. 

 Let’s start with what we know. We know that the Father created us in and 

through the Son so that he could adopt us as his children (Eph. 1:5). So, the will 

of God is that we would live with him forever and share in the loving, joyful rela-

tionship that he has with the Son and the Spirit. 

 We know that Jesus is the accomplishment of this plan. In the incarnation of 

the Son the human race has been adopted into the life of the Father, Son, and 

Spirit (Rom. 5:18). We also know that our fallenness means that we do not see 

and experience this relationship for what it really is. So, the Holy Spirit has been 

poured out on all humanity (Acts 2:17) in order to bear witness to us that we are 

children of the Father in Jesus. 

 This helps make clear what Jesus means when he says “I have come that they may have life, and have it to the 

full.” (John 10:10). The Father gave us life so that we could live. Not merely exist but really, fully live — sharing in 

the overflowing grace and peace of the life he has with the Son and the Spirit. 

 The Father gave you life so that you could care for your family and friends, serve others through your job, and 

experience the glory of being who you really want to be. Your Father wants you to cook, clean the house, play golf, 

watch TV, hang out with your friends, go on a date with your husband, and generally just live it up! The reason we 

have trouble living is that we don’t really know how free and safe we are in Jesus. So the Father’s will also includes 

the Holy Spirit’s work to educate us about who we really are.  

 There you have it, the will of God: that we would live full lives by knowing the truth of our adoption. 

 To be specific we might ask: “What job would God have me do?” Answer: Any job that you like and that helps 

others (This would seem to exclude “drug dealer” and “pimp”). We might ask: “What ministry would God have 

me do?” Answer: Any ministry that you like and that helps others know the truth of their adoption (This would 

seem to exclude taking money from widows to support “faith” healing televangelists).  

 I’m convinced it really isn’t any more complicated than this. That’s why this may be the shortest article you’ll 

ever read on discerning God’s will. We know the Father. He has shown us his will that we live full lives by know-

ing our adoption through his son Jesus. The Spirit lives in us and is guiding us. As St. Augustine is credited with 

saying: “Love God and do what you want.” 
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    Who are you?Who are you?Who are you?Who are you?  Aristotle is credited with saying “You are what you repeatedly do.” 

But the Gospel says that it is your identity in Jesus that defines who you are. In other 

words, You are NOT What You Repeatedly Do!You are NOT What You Repeatedly Do!You are NOT What You Repeatedly Do!You are NOT What You Repeatedly Do!  

 First and most obviously, YOU are a Who and NOT a what! Right?! If you are 

anything like me, you probably do not take kindly to being introduced as “What’s-

his-face,” as if YOU were just a face! 

 Isn’t this what is so discouraging and demeaning to many of the Father’s pretty 

daughters who stroll our universe; being seen as “just another pretty face” rather 

than for the PERSON they really are?  

 It also works in the opposite way. A person may equate a beautiful face for a 

beautiful personality, only to find out the hard way that there is more to a person 

than looks, hence the expression, “She’s just another pretty face.” 

 Let’s consider these same dynamics in our family. Again, if you are like me (and I 

am being VERY facetious here!), you would not dare label your child a thief because 

they’ve made a habit of stealing things, would you? Most parents, in my opinion 

(sarcasm again), are more inclined to see their children for who their children really 

are, and not describe them by their deeds, right? (Wink, Wink.) 

 For instance, when it is discovered that their daughter has made a habit of lying 

to other people, parents do not now tend to think of her as a liar. It seems to me 

most parents confront such a situation by saying something wise like this, 

“Daughter, we are sooo disappointed in you because lying is not who you really are! 

You are good and right and holy and blameless in Jesus, and it grieves us to see you 

live in a way alien to who you really are in Him!” (I’m in full blown winking mode 

with both eyes now as I write this!) 

 In all seriousness, we are all a little too guilty of naming others (including our-

selves) according to our deeds rather than for who we really are IN Jesus! The Apos-

tle Paul understood and taught that humanity’s real identity (YOUR identity) is 

firmly rooted in the Son of God made human - in Jesus! Specifically, he puts it this 

way in 2 Corinthians chapter 5:14-16: 

“For the love of Christ urges us on, because we are convinced that one has died for all; therefore 

all have died. And he died for all, so that those who live might live no longer for themselves, but 

for him who died and was raised for them. From now on, therefore, we regard no one from a 

human point of view; even though we once knew Christ from a human point of view, we know 

him no longer in that way.” 

 Hey believers! - those of you that embrace Jesus as the One in Whom all live, 

move and have their being? Did you notice that we believers embrace that whatever 
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happened to Jesus, happened to everyone in Him, WHEN it happened to him 

(nearly 2000 years ago)?! When Jesus died, humanity died! When Jesus rose, every-

one rose! Therefore, we no longer look at anyone from a human point of view, or 

from a view that is not equal to who they are in Jesus!  

 Putting it in the context of this article, we no longer look at a “thief” and funda-

mentally call him (the REAL him) a thief. Rather, he is who he is in Jesus, but he has 

acted in a way alien to who he really is in Him!  

 I don’t know about you (and I did not intend to write this as a parenting article), 

but perhaps if we called out our children a little more for who they really are, rather 

than by their deeds, we actually might see some positive, long-term transformation 

occur in their lives!! Yes, I am writing and taking personal notes at the same time! 

 Actually, I don’t have to make too much of an argument for the reality of this 

true principle in Jesus. Many of us have actually had our mistakes, deeds and mis-

deeds, leveled at us in ways that made us feel as if we were our deeds! In fact, the 

very thought of those deeds and words exploding toward us still make some of us 

cringe and sting, and we haven’t heard those words for years! This is not only NOT 

funny, this is downright painful, and hurts, doesn’t it?! 

 But WHY did it hurt then, and why does it still hurt now, even at the very 

thought of those memories? Good question!  

 Answer: Because you are not your deeds, and you are NOT what you repeatedly Because you are not your deeds, and you are NOT what you repeatedly Because you are not your deeds, and you are NOT what you repeatedly Because you are not your deeds, and you are NOT what you repeatedly 

do!do!do!do! You ARE, presently, who you are in Jesus Christ!You ARE, presently, who you are in Jesus Christ!You ARE, presently, who you are in Jesus Christ!You ARE, presently, who you are in Jesus Christ!  

 In fact, you and I are so adopted, included, and filled with the presence of the 

Triune God, in Jesusin Jesusin Jesusin Jesus, that we somehow know, deep in our beings, that WE are not 

really the things we repeatedly do!  

 And how do we know that?!  

 Because Jesus is sharing even Because Jesus is sharing even Because Jesus is sharing even Because Jesus is sharing even HisHisHisHis knowing with us! knowing with us! knowing with us! knowing with us! Check out these verses in 1 

Corinthians 2:9-16 (especially verses 10-11, 16!): 

9999 But, as it is written, "What no eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor the human heart conceived, 

what God has prepared for those who love him"———— 10101010 these things God has revealed to us 

through the Spirit; for the Spirit searches everything, even the depths of God. 11111111 For what hu-

man being knows what is truly human except the human spirit that is within? So also no one 

comprehends what is truly God's except the Spirit of God. 12121212 Now we have received not the 

spirit of the world, but the Spirit that is from God, so that we may understand the gifts bestowed 

on us by God. 13131313 And we speak of these things in words not taught by human wisdom but 
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taught by the Spirit, interpreting spiritual things to those who are spiritual. 14141414 Those who are 

unspiritual do not receive the gifts of God's Spirit, for they are foolishness to them, and they are 

unable to understand them because they are spiritually discerned. 15151515 Those who are spiritual 

discern all things, and they are themselves subject to no one else's scrutiny. 16161616 "For who has 

known the mind of the Lord so as to instruct him?" But we have the mind of Christ. 

 In conclusion, you now know the REAL answer to the question, “Who are 

You?” You also know the answer to the question, “Who is everyone else?” Now you 

can stop describing yourself and others by superficial things like dysfunctional family 

heritage and culture.  

 I no longer have to strictly think of myself as a Brassell (filled with all of those 

unwelcome Brassell idiosyncrasies!) You can stop naming yourself by your career 

role, “I am a janitor”, or by your favorite hobby, “I’m a Dallas Cowboys freak”, or 

“I’m a Dancing with the Stars Fanatic”!!  

 No-No-No-No-No!!! 

 YOU may do those things, enjoy  those things, or even hate some of those things, 

but the Revelation of Jesus Christ is clear about who you REALLY are! You ARE 

who you are in Jesus, RIGHT NOW! Somehow mysteriously present on earth, and 

in Him at the same time - in His Divine Earthliness!! Somehow in sin and in Him at 

the same time! (Col 3:1-4). Only the Father, Son and Spirit could pull that off, and it 

has to be all of grace!! 

 As we continue to grow in the grace and knowledge of Jesus Christ, I hope that 

we will learn to say more things like this (even as we sometimes continue to offend 

and hurt our neighbors and ourselves in the alien part of our natures):  

“I AM who I am in Jesus, and thank you for sharing in His patience and forgive-“I AM who I am in Jesus, and thank you for sharing in His patience and forgive-“I AM who I am in Jesus, and thank you for sharing in His patience and forgive-“I AM who I am in Jesus, and thank you for sharing in His patience and forgive-

ness toward me as he helps me to embrace and trust him even more for who I ness toward me as he helps me to embrace and trust him even more for who I ness toward me as he helps me to embrace and trust him even more for who I ness toward me as he helps me to embrace and trust him even more for who I 

really am and who you really are in Him!”really am and who you really are in Him!”really am and who you really are in Him!”really am and who you really are in Him!”    

 Now that is the Good News! The Gospel! 

~ Tim Brassell 
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  At its core, sin is a problem of relational darkness. I am deluded about how I relate 

to God and others, and that is why I misbehave the way I do.   

 As the Gospel illumines my darkness, I am coming to see more clearly the lies I 

have believed about my relationships. What does this dark relational vision look like?  

Interestingly enough, it’s a triangle. 

 “The Drama Triangle” is a model of how dysfunctional relationships work. Widely 

used by psychologists since the 1970’s, it has proven particularly fruitful in treating 

the underlying causes of alcoholism and other addictions. And I have found it to be a 

helpful way to understand my own relational darkness. 

 Relationships are hard work. So consciously or subconsciously, we put ourselves 

and others into categories (roles) that we already know how to relate to. “Good 

Guys” already know how to relate to “Bad Guys.” Republicans already know how to 

treat Democrats. Jews already know how to treat Samaritans. We reduce people into 

categories because it reduces our relational workload. 

 In conflicting relationships, we tend to reduce people (including ourselves) into 

three roles. This is the ‘Triangle’ part of the Drama Triangle. And each role reacts to 

the others according to relatively simple scripts. The resulting performance is the 

‘Drama’ of neurotic relationship: 

 First of all, I am a VictimVictimVictimVictim. I have been mistreated (this part is actually true), and 

therefore I am not responsible for how I live my life (this part is false). I have been 

victimized by my PersecutorPersecutorPersecutorPersecutor, the Bad Guys, “those Mean People Over There.” Since 

I am in pain, I seek comfort from a RescuerRescuerRescuerRescuer. The Rescuer is a person or a behavior 

that helps me feel better without addressing the actual problem. 

(Continued on page 6) 
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 Let’s look at the classic example: The Alcoholic. In the alcoholic’s mind, he is a 

Victim of a world that treats him badly. He just can’t get a break. The whole world is 

his Persecutor. For relief, he turns to his Rescuer—booze. It dulls the pain and 

makes him feel good, at least for a little while.   

 But drunkenness results in several 

unintended consequences. So the alco-

holic usually has a secondary Rescuer—

an enabler (often a spouse) who shields 

the alcoholic from experiencing all the 

consequences of his own behavior. For 

example, when he has a bad hangover, 

his wife calls his workplace to tell them 

he’s sick. She hopes her “kindness” will 

inspire him to stop drinking, but it actu-

ally just enables him to continue his 

self-destructive lifestyle. 

  The Drama Triangle isn’t limited to alcoholics. For example, how would poli-

tics work without drama? Listen to what the campaign ads are telling you: You, [the 

middle class, the taxpayer, the poor, the Christian, the gun owner] are a Victim. You are being 

or will be Persecuted by the evil [Insert name of Candidate X and his/her party].  Your 

only hope is to vote for God’s anointed Rescuer, [Insert name of Candidate Y and his/her 

party]. Campaign professionals are well-acquainted with how the human mind works. 

 The Triangle is also a pillar of my own darkened mind; it defines my twisted vi-

sion of God and my way of living out that vision. I see the same god that inspired 

Adam and Eve to dive into the bushes. A solitary deity who is self-absorbed, rule-

obsessed, insecure, lacking in social skills, and carrying a REALLY big stick.  

 If this is the real God (and countless preachers assure me it is), then Adam and 

Eve were behaving quite sensibly. This Persecutor is the source of my pain, anxiety 

and loneliness. For some reason, my soul cries out for a God who loves me and em-

braces me as a father. But the only answer to my cry is the grin of an ogre, busily 

reading his list and checking it twice.   

 FEE FIE FOE FUM…You’re screwed, little man. 

 My soul cannot breathe in this poison atmosphere. The only Rescuer available is 

the same old serpent and the same old fruit. Sin does not solve my problem (God), 

but it does help me feel okay for a little while. But my sin DOES make God even 

(Continued from page 5) 
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and Eve to dive into 
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solitary deity who is 

self-absorbed, rule 

obsessed, insecure, 

lacking in social 

skills, and carrying a 

REALLY big stick. 



Hell is a Triangle . . . (cont.) 

angrier, so he demotes me to an even deeper layer of Hell. Poor me. Poor little Vic-

tim. Boo-hoo. And so the cycle continues. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The problem doesn’t end there. What happens when my dark eyes look at the 

Bible? I see the same terrifying vision, just with a little Jesus mixed in. I still see a 

deity who hates rule-breakers like me, but now I call him “Father.” I still suffer the 

pain and anxiety of living in this god’s shadow. I continue doing whatever it takes to 

cope with the pain, but I now do my best to hide it from my church friends. 

 The difference is that now Jesus enters the picture. My rage-filled god kills him 

instead of me. Jesus shields me from the consequences of my behavior. He hopes 

that I will be so grateful that I will change my behavior. But as any codependent al-

coholic’s wife can tell you, this never works. It merely enables the pattern to con-

tinue. It continues because the real problem is still there: My god is an ogrethe real problem is still there: My god is an ogrethe real problem is still there: My god is an ogrethe real problem is still there: My god is an ogre.  
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What happens when 

my dark eyes look at 

the Bible? I see the 

same terrifying 

vision, just with a 

little Jesus mixed in. 



 With apologies to Shrek and all the other nice ogres out there, living forever with 

Jesus and an ogre does not sound so pleasant to me. Sure, I’d like to avoid being bar-

becued, so that’s a selling point. But the ogre is still an ogre, even if I am currently 

protected from his human-frying fetish. As long as God is of two minds about me, I 

can never be at peace.   

 The alcoholic finds freedom as a he repents of his Drama-Triangle vision of life.  

He lets go of his victim orientation. He stops blaming others for his misery, and he 

stops expecting others to fix it for him. He learns to receive and give forgiveness. 

 This re-thinking is for everyone, not just alcoholics. And the Gospel takes it even 

deeper:  

 I am not a VictimI am not a VictimI am not a VictimI am not a Victim, nor is anyone else. I cannot control the good or bad things 

that happen to me, but I can control how I respond. I can choose to accept the 

Spirit’s witness of who I am. He makes me able to believe the truth about God and 

about myself, and to let my thoughts/feelings/actions flow from the truth rather 

than from lies.  In this world, victimization is inevitable, but victimhood is optional. 

 Jesus is not my RescuerJesus is not my RescuerJesus is not my RescuerJesus is not my Rescuer, nor is anyone else. A Rescuer tries to take over the 

things that are my responsibility (my thoughts, my feelings, my actions, and the con-

sequences that result). Jesus is not that; instead, he is my Savior who has done for 

me what I could NOT do for myself. He makes me able to see and believe the truth.  

But he will never violate my personhood in order to spare me the pain of living out 

the lies I have chosen to believe.   

 My Father is not my PersecutorMy Father is not my PersecutorMy Father is not my PersecutorMy Father is not my Persecutor, nor is anyone else. Jesus saw the ogre and ex-

posed it as a damned illusion. He shares his vision with me, and his vision is true, 

whether I believe it or not.  I am the apple of my Father’s eye. I am the child he al-

ways wanted. I am loved, and nothing can change that. I am treasured. I am de-

lighted-in. I am provided-for. I am his beloved child in whom he is well pleased. 

 

God grant me the serenity God grant me the serenity God grant me the serenity God grant me the serenity     

to accept the things I cannot change, to accept the things I cannot change, to accept the things I cannot change, to accept the things I cannot change,     

the courage to change the things I can, the courage to change the things I can, the courage to change the things I can, the courage to change the things I can,     

and the wisdom to know the difference.  Amen.and the wisdom to know the difference.  Amen.and the wisdom to know the difference.  Amen.and the wisdom to know the difference.  Amen.    

    

~ John Stonecypher 
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To the tune of “Amazing Grace” 

Amazing judgment of my King 

That saved a wretch like me 

I used to moan, but now I sing 

Was blind but now I see 

 

Twas judgment showed my soul to me 

And judgment God revealed 

Though painful was the truth to see 

My wounds that fire healed 

 

Into my darkness came the Son 

Into my myths to abide 

He judged them false, every one 

My vision crucified 

 

He judged me murderer, thief and liar 

He judged me truthfully 

And judged me with Love’s holy fire 

Forever His child to be 

 

Now with His risen human eyes 

I see my Father’s face 

The flames, they burn away the lies 

Behold his truth and grace 

 

Amazing judgment, sweet the sound 

That wipes up every tear 

That makes the lions, lambs lie down 

As Father’s voice we hear 

 

~ John Stonecypher ~ 

Amazing Judgment 
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The Adopted Life 

 We’re sometimes asked “Are you sure the adoption of humanity is the gospel? 

I’ve never heard it before.” In this light we find it helpful to look at the writings of 

other Christians who have expressed the gospel clearly.  

 Theologian Michael Jinkins had this to say about how Jesus is the reversal of hu-

manity’s fall in Adam:  

Think again of [Karl] Barth’s statement: “Jesus Christ is the secret truth 

about the essential nature of man.” The deep, hidden secret about our hu-

manity is not that we are descended from Adam, it is not that we have in 

our family tree a fratricidal character like Cain, nor is it that our family 

closet is full of skeletons that rattle in the dark, which we must keep hidden 

at all costs. No indeed. Jesus Christ is our family secret. This is the heart of 

Paul’s gospel, and it turns the Fall on its head. Christ identifies so com-

pletely with our humanity that we come to discover our true identity only 

in and through him. Christ is, to use Paul’s expression, the one for the many or 

the one for all. Who Christ is, he is for all humanity and not merely for the 

Jewish nation and certainly not [merely] for the members of some Johnny-

come-lately Gentile cult [i.e. Christianity]. ~ Invitation to Theology, pp. 166-

167. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarstiy Press, 2001. 

Michael Jinkins on Christ and Adam 
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Share your Good News 
of  Adoption! 
 

The Adopted Life welcomes your 

submission of  articles, reviews, 

testimonies and ministry tips. Sim-

ply email Tim or Jonathan with 

your work. Since this is their per-

sonal ministry they reserve the 

right to accept material based on 

their personal convictions and vi-

sion for sharing the Good News 

of  our Adopted Life in Christ. 
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